Initially the Tevatron Electron Lenses (TELs) were intended for compensation of the beam-beam effect on the antiproton beam [1] . Owing to recent increase in the number of antiprotons and reduction in their emittance, it is the proton beam now that suffers most from the beambeam effect [2] . We present results of beam studies, compare them with the results of computer simulations using LIFETRAC code and discuss possibilities of further improvements of the Beam-Beam Compensation efficiency in the Tevatron.
TEVATRON ELECTRON LENSES
Three types of electron guns were developed for beambeam compensation (BBC). Currently, both electron lenses [3] are equipped with electron guns utilizing smooth-edge-flat-top (SEFT) transverse current density distribution. Fig.1 shows all three distributions. All experimental and computer simulation results presented in this paper were obtained with SEFT profiles. Accurate longitudinal and transverse electron beam alignment is crucial for successful beam-beam compensation. Figure 2 shows how TEL2 was timed for the beam-beam compensation experiments on the proton bunch #12. The cathode and collector current transformers (CT) report electron current leaving the cathode and the one arriving on the collector. The flat top of the collector signal is distorted by the waves caused by the proton bunch (P12) passing through the electron beam. This feature is often used for alignment optimization. The pickup signal (see Fig.2 ) featuring proton and antiproton bunches as well as the ac component of the electron pulse provides valuable information for longitudinal alignment. One can see that at the TEL2 location the time separation of the counter rotating proton and antiproton bunches is less than 100 ns. However, the transverse proton-antiproton separation (see Fig. 3 ) allows performing beam-beam compensation of one species without affecting another. Transverse alignment of all three beams in TEL2 is shown in Fig. 3 . One can see that the proton and antiproton beams are separated both in horizontal and in vertical planes. All the protons, even those with very large betatron amplitudes pass through the electron beam and thus experience the same tune shift. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
After a few end of store beam studies aimed at optimization of electron beam alignment on protons we moved on to the beginning of store studies since the beam-beam effects are much more pronounced at high beam intensities.
The 36 proton bunches in the Tevatron are arranged in 3 trains with abort gaps between them (same is true for antiproton bunches) [4] . The first and the last bunches in each train experience different long range interaction pattern as compared to all other bunches (in the middle of the trains). The last proton bunches in each train typically have the lowest vertical tune, while the first ones exhibit the lowest horizontal tune. Therefore, TEL2, being the vertical beam-beam compensation device, was set to affect the proton bunch #12 (P12). As soon as TEL2 electron current was turned on a significant change of slope of P12 intensity decay was observed (see Fig. 4 ). This change corresponds to a lifetime improvement of about 100%. This result has been confirmed in several beam studies. Such an effect can be explained by a positive tune shift introduced by the TEL (tune shift of about 0.0014 at J e pk =0.6 A has been confirmed [3] ) pushing the P12 tune away from the resonance. However, it is not yet clear whether it is the only mechanism responsible for the significant lifetime improvement. Furthermore, another beam study with TEL2 at J e pk = 0.3 A on P12 showed that this bunch experienced the smallest decrease of intensity as compared to any other proton bunch (see Fig. 5 ). The tune shift caused by such a moderate electron current is not sufficient for P12 to reach the average tune value. Nevertheless, P12 had the best lifetime among all proton bunches. This single result is not fully understood yet. Another way to look at the same phenomena is to measure the effect of the TEL on the proton loss rate. Both HEP experiments D0 and CDF routinely measure loss rates (halos) around their detectors on a bunch-bybunch basis. Figure 6 shows the dependence of D0 proton loss rate on TEL1 electron current. In this experiment TEL1 was acting on P13 only. P14 was chosen as a reference bunch because its behavior in terms of halo and lifetime is very similar to P13. The loss rate of P13 dropped by about 35% once the electron current was turned on, while P14 rate stayed unaffected (TEL1 is not acting on P14). The P13 loss rate actually became smaller before the final e-current value (0.6 A peak, 19mA AVG) was reached. After about 12 min the e-current was turned off which made P13 loss rate return to the reference level. This result has been confirmed in several beam studies.
LIFETRAC SIMULATION RESULTS
To simulate the effect of the TEL on dynamics of the proton beam we used the weak-strong code LIFETRAC [5] which has been extensively used to study beam-beam effects in the Tevatron [6] . This is a multi-particle simulation code where a single bunch of particles is tracked through a sequence of linear maps and points of beam-beam interaction reproducing the real pattern of collisions in the machine. The code makes full advantage of the current knowledge of the Tevatron optics by using the measured beta-functions and helical orbits in order to compute the transfer maps for tracking particles between the IPs and to calculate the beam-beam kick.
In the simulation, the TEL was represented by a thin kick generated by the electron beam with the transverse density distribution described by the formula This approach has been applied to the beam-beam compensation with the TELs. Fig. 7 shows the evolution of intensity of a single proton bunch with and without the TELs acting on it. 
SUMMARY
The Tevatron Electron Lenses equipped with SEFT electron guns were operated in pulsed mode to perform single bunch beam-beam compensation. Significant lifetime improvement achieved in numerous beam studies is consistent with computer simulations carried out using weak-strong code LIFETRAC. However, a single result indicating that TEL2 made the lifetime of a bunch it was acting on better than the lifetime of any other proton bunch is not fully understood. BBC with dc electron beam using TEL2 has been performed as well. However it was not treated in this paper.
